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Auctionswere goingto revolutionisethe pricemechanism.Not yet
N

OT long ago, auctions were confined
to the fringe: farmers hawking pork

bellies in Chicago,say, or down-at-heel
aristocratsselling family pictures at Sotheby's. Over the past decade,however,
auctions have moved into the mainstream.1Wothings have helped to spread
their use:the fashion for the sale of state
assetsand the rise of the Internet. Today,
power plants, radio spectrumand even
whole companiesare sold by governments at auction. On the Internet, private
buyers and sellersare put in touch over
everything from Elvis memorabilia to airline seats.Perfectlyefficient markets,you
might think, have arrived at last.
Economists certainly love auctions,becausethey enable buyers and sellersto
come together with full knowledge of
supply and demand. Barriers to entry are
minimal; an item simply goesto the
buyer willing to pay the most for it. Raising the number of bidders, in theory,
should result in higher demand and
higher prices for a good. Increasingthe
supply of goods at auction lowers their
price. Rationing goods at auction is silly,
since it leaves money on the table.
Yetfor all their promise, many auctions have strangelydisappointed. Foronline auctioneers,a problem is that
customersfacecostsin time spentbidding, and the risk of losing the auction.
Fixed prices can work better if they reducetime spentbuying and the risk of
not getting what you want. This may explain why few auction websites-eBay is
the notable exception-have prospered.
More complex problems bedevil auctions of dearergoods.Auctions for company shares-through initial public

offerings UFOS),for instance-have never
taken off, a puzzle for some economists.
Meanwhile, Europeangovernment auctions of licencesfor third-generation mobile telephony causedcontroversy.Some
governmentsraised fantastic sums,yet
only at the costof pushing buyers,who
felt they had to win a licence or go out of
business,into debts they now find hard to
sustain. Other countries' auctions fetched
lower prices than expected.

Raisingthe bids
Auctions, in other words, often produce
results that seemto defy the simple laws
of supply and demand. A new paper' by
JeremyBulow of Stanford University and
PaulKlemperer of Oxford University
shedslight on such seeminglyperverse
outcomes.These,the authors suggest,
may be more common than was thought.
When every bidder remains true to his
personalreckoning of what something is
worth, auctions do indeed obey the laws
of economics.What somebody will pay,
say,to own an unusual painting probably
depends on his estimate of "private
value". Problemsarise when bidders try
to guesswhat competitors (who might
have more information about the good)
will bid, and adjust their own bids to
match. This is especiallyrisky with financial or income-earning assets,suchas
companysharesor an oil-field. If every
bidder had perfect information about
what is being sold, you might expectno
variation in the bids for "common-value"
assets.Yetin auctions of common-value
assets,the traditional laws of economics
are unlikely to work.
Chalk it up to the winner's curse:it is

sometimesthe most optimistic, and least
well informed, bidder who wins at auction. If bidders are mindful of the curse,
they may becomemore conservativeas
the number of rival bidders increases.
Thus more bidders (ie,more demand) can
actually lead to lower prices,since each
bidder fears that a larger number of competitors might know more than he does.
This might be one reason,saythe authors, why a targetcompany often accepts
a takeoverbid without courting the biggestnumber of acquirers.Increasingthe
number of bidders might make eachtoo
shy to bid up to the company's full value.
The winner's cursealso helps to explain another snagwith auctions. In
America,auctions for a single mobilephone licence in one city have yielded a
lower price than an auction for two licencesin another city of comparable size.
An increasein the supply may actually
bring higher prices,as bidders feel less
worried about the winner's curse.
What of the market for public offerings of shares?IPOShave often beensold
by underwriters for less than the prices at
which shareschangedhands on their first
day of trading. That has led economiststo
argue that an auction would allocate
sharesmore efficiently, raising more
money for issuers.Auctions have been
tried, but without much success.Here
again,the winner's curse might explain
why investors are so cautious.
The winner's curseis only one problem with recentauctions. A bigger one,
which may be easierto fix, is auctioneers'
overwhelming preferencefor one main
style of auction,the ascending-bid auction. The auctioneersassumethat this
will yield the bestprices. In theory, perhaps; but in the realworld it turns out to
be especiallyprone to collusion among
bidders. In another paper.., Mr Klempererreviews some lessons,and points to
other bidding methods, suchas sealedbid and hybrid Anglo-Dutch auctions.
More broadly, he concludes that too
little attention has beenpaid to basic
competition policy. Eliminating collusion,
and attracting the right number of bidders,would do more to boost efficiency
than perfecting any theory of how idealised bidders might play..
"Prices and The Winner's Curse", by Jeremy Bulow and
Paul Klemperer. Rand Journalof Economics, Spring
2002. "'What Really Matters In Auction Design", by Paul
Klemperer. Journal of Economic Perspectives, Winter

2002.
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Business Week article on auctions 20 March 2000.
Caveat:
I may have been accidentally misrepresented. I do not think sealed-bid auctions are always
superior to ascending auctions. In fact I believe in "horses for courses".
For example, the U.K. government took Binmore's and my advice to run their radiospectrum
auctions as an ascending auction; in a previous context they also took our advice to run an AngloDutch auction which is a hybrid of the sealed-bid and ascending approaches.
In many internet contexts an ascending auction is appropriate.
Overall, however, I think Peter Coy has done an excellent job of making complex material
accessible.
Finally, although neither I nor my co-authors had any direct involvement, the official government
report on the "Manchester Manoeuvre" (Monopolies and Mergers Commission report 1999, Cm
4305) was explicitly based on the analysis in the early drafts of the "Toeholds...." and "Wallet
game...." papers on this web site.
Business Week article (pdf format) follows.
.
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Games

A Beautiful Theory
Tim Harford 12.14.06, http://www.Forbes.com
A revolution in the social sciences began in the 1920s, when the man Time magazine called "the best
brain in the world" decided he would work out how to win at poker. John von Neumann's quicksilver
genius accelerated the development of the atomic bomb by a year, and he was one of the fathers of
the computer. He also spawned dozens of stories about his prodigious mathematical ability: In one,
he turned down funding for an early supercomputer designed to solve a mathematical problem--and
instead came up with a solution using pencil and paper.
Von Neumann was only interested in poker because he saw it as a path toward developing a
mathematics of life itself. He wanted a general theory--he called it "game theory"--that could be
applied to diplomacy, war, love, evolution or business strategy. But he thought that there could be no
better starting point than poker: "Real life consists of bluffing, of little tactics of deception, of asking
yourself what is the other man going to think I mean to do. And that is what games are about in my
theory."
In 1944, Von Neumann teamed up with the economist Oskar Morgenstern to publish the bible of
game theory, A Theory of Games and Economic Behavior. The essence of the theory was the
mathematical modeling of a strategic interaction between rational adversaries, where each side's
actions would depend on what the other side was likely to do.
Von Neumann and Morgenstern developed a way to represent such clashes as mathematical objects.
All you needed to do to work out what each side should do was solve the mathematical equations.
Understanding the most tricky strategic contests could be boiled down to doing the math.
A Theory of Games and Economic Behavior was widely hailed as an original and rigorous foundation
for modern social science. One contemporary review trumpeted, "Posterity may regard this book as
one of the major scientific achievements of the first half of the 20th century."
The admirers were soon disillusioned. To understand why, consider the toy model of poker presented
in A Theory of Games. The model certainly meets the challenge that Von Neumann set for himself-bluffing, which seems to be such a psychological affair, emerges from the pure mathematics of the
game's equations. Armed with Von Neumann's mathematics, even a computer could learn when to
bluff.
But the trouble is that it would take a supercomputer--or a Von Neumann--to crunch through the
complexities of the model's mathematics. Worse, in order to reach a solution, Von Neumann had to
simplify the game of poker dramatically. Real poker is hugely more complicated--and so, too, is real
life.
This is a more serious problem than it appears, because game theory is all about "asking yourself
what is the other man going to think I mean to do." Von Neumann's approach assumed that the "other
man" was another Von Neumann, another brilliant calculating machine. But if the other man is a
regular Joe who didn't grasp all the complexities of the game, Von Neumann's super-sophisticated
game theory is not much use.
Von Neumann may have played down this objection because he and Morgenstern developed a theory
of "zero sum" games, such as poker, where one player's loss is the other player's gain. If you play the
optimum strategy in that sort of situation, and the other player makes mistakes, you will win.
But real-life games are not usually zero-sum. Consider the plot of the movie "Dr. Strangelove," in
which the Soviets rationally create a Doomsday Device which will wipe out the world if they are
attacked. Before they can tell anyone, a rogue general launches a strike against them. Peace was a
possibility, but instead, the human race is destroyed. That's about as non-zero-sum as you can get.
It is also a reminder that in most situations, the point is not to beat some opponent but to do well for
yourself. That will involve understanding the man on the other side of the game. If you think he is
rational, and he isn't, your strategy will go badly wrong.
Some brilliant mathematicians and economists have worked hard to patch up these holes in the Von
Neumann project, including Nobel prize winners Robert Aumann, John Harsanyi and Reinhard Selten.

The most famous of them all is John Nash, who was surprisingly made a celebrity after Russell Crowe
played him in the biopic A Beautiful Mind.
Nash worked out a way to model non-zero sum games. Von Neumann, consumed with envy,
dismissed the young Nash's result as "trivial"--meaning mathematically simple. Sure, it was simple
enough, but only once Nash had pointed it out. As a practical advance in game theory, it was far from
trivial.
Yet perhaps more important was Thomas Schelling, a man who eschewed mathematics in favor of
some witty and memorable essays on practical game theory: using it to understand nuclear
deterrence, extortion, disciplining children or even giving up smoking. Because Schelling used words,
not mathematics, few economic papers are direct descendants of his work. But everyone read him-and half the Kennedy administration attended his Harvard seminars concerning the game theory of
deterrence and arms control.
The year 2000 saw two landmarks in the use of game theory. One was pure Von Neumann: a lanky
computer scientist by the name of Chris "Jesus" Ferguson won the World Series of Poker using the
game theoretic calculations he had developed, run on powerful, modern computers, and committed to
memory. The Von Neumann poker model triumphed at last.
The second was more important and for much higher stakes: the sale for around $35 billion of
licenses to operate the latest generation of mobile phones in the United Kingdom. The academic
economist behind the auction design, Paul Klemperer, had been using Schelling-style game theory.
Rather than employ deep mathematics, Klemperer argued that the success of the auction was getting
the basics right: preventing cheating, encouraging competition and closing up legal loopholes.
Schelling's contribution to game theory was to recast Von Neumann's ideas firmly in common sense.
That turned out to be fundamental. Game theory has a lot to contribute to the analysis of life, love and
economics. But the game will only go according to plan if you're sure the other fellow knows the rules.
Tim Harford, a columnist for the Financial Times, is author of The Undercover Economist.
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Going Anglo-Dutch - or how to make charitable auctions more efficient
by Stacy-Marie Ishmael
The question of how best to separate bankers from their bonuses - for charitable
benefit - intrigued us here on Alphaville, so we’ve turned to an expert for advice.
Monday night saw £2.4m raised for Save the Children at the annual IFR Awards in
London. The money was generated in a 10 minute bout of competitive pledging by
investment banks, bidding to top a “tombstone” as global bookrunner. Traditionally,
the IFR Bank of the Year is expected to pony up — and Goldman Sachs duly obliged
with a cheque for £600,000.
But Professor Paul Klemperer, Edgeworth Professor of Economics at Oxford’s
Nuffield College, reckons Save the Children and the event’s organisers, Thomson’s
IFR magazine, could raise a good deal more. And the professor is worth listening to
since he’s the guy who devised the auction whereby the British government extracted
a cool £22.5bn from the mobile phone sector in return for 3G telecoms licenses back
in 2000.
For the IFR dinner, Klemperer advocates what he calls a “modified Anglo-Dutch
approach.” In essence, all the banks attending would be invited to table competing
bids for a period — say 10 minutes — but the resultant top three pledgers would then
be invited to submit final, sealed bids.
“The advantage of having a sealed bid is that it ups the uncertainty,” Klemperer says.
“Goldman, for example, wouldn’t know what Merrill is up to, and vice versa.”
In Klemperer’s view the IFR bidding system as it stands risks abuse. “The current
structure is disastrous,” he says, adding that it is open to collusion and/or bid-fixing.
Indeed, Goldman people said on the Monday evening they had been warned in
advance by Citigroup that they would be “made to pay” - so they outmanoeuvred their
rivals by bidding high at the outset (£300,000), thereby deterring competition.
Klemperer believes there is a danger of market failure here - or at least the market
mechanism not working quite as efficiently as it could. Well-designed auctions can
prevent such failure, he says, pointing to examples in his latest book on auction
theory.
Assuming 2007 is another fee-packed year for the financial community, IFR might
invest in a copy.

